MECHANIZED    NOMADS
The Samoyeds called themselves Nyentse, the Eskimo
Innuits, the Ostyaks Keti, the Dolgans Sakho. These words
were always the equivalents in their respective language for
our word 'men5, 'humans', or 'people'. They had no
consciousness of national entity. The names under which
they were known to the Russians had often a root in despising
and ridiculing descriptions which Russian traders gave
them after first meetings. They called some of these native
tribes £dirty ones'; and the Samoyeds, for instance, owe
their name to a Russian phrase meaning 'self-eaters'.
The main purpose of the Institute of the Northern Peoples
in Leningrad is to educate cadres of teachers, political
leaders and organizers and technical instructors for the
Arctic population.
(I shall go to the Institute myself next year and take all
my children with me5, my culture championess declared.
'And my husband can stay behind and remain like an
ignorant bear, if he does not want to come with me/
There are three faculties at the Institute: a Soviet section
which comprises history, law, political education and
economics; a business section (agriculture, fishing, hunting
with modern technical instruments, trade, fur breeding
and elements of zoology and botany generally, industrial-
ization etc.); and a pedagogical section.
From No. i faculty come the future organizers of nomad
Soviets, political agitators and instructors; from No. 2
the chiefs of trading stations, organizers of collectivization;
from No. 3 the teachers for the native colleges and schools.
This education is free—and more than free, for each
student gets a stipend, including clothes, food, quarters,
books, sports, theatres, cinemas, excursions and twenty-five
roubles pocket money a month. When they write or
translate for publication, the royalties are paid to them
according to general standard. The same applies for works
of art, painting and sculpture. A small number come with
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